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CONCERT IN KIEV 03.04.22

This is nuts, I admit. But hear me out.

What if some famous artist like Paul McCartney or someone like that were to invite his artist friends to hold a

gigantic concert right in the middle of Independence Square in Kiev? The best artists in the world, from all

over the world (including Russia) are there. The stage is set and very few would attend, of course, but it

would be televised live and give Putin pause for taking over Kiev - does he really want to kill Paul

McCartney, Eric Clapton, James Taylor, Post Malone, Kanye West, Chance The Rapper, Lil' Wayne. Maybe

it's a marathon concert that promises to never end until the war ends.  

Super risky, but I bet John Lennon would have done it were he still alive.
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Love the audacity of this, Will. It's funny becuase I was just thinking why hasn't there been a "We

are the world" concert been figured out yet or a Farm Aid type thing? 

You could do it all livestream and the money raised would be huge. 
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Claudia Caplan

This is so great - and I'm sure there are  Ukrainian performers who could be a part of this. 
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Ernie Schenck

I absolutely love this.  Some wet blanket stuff though:  Would enough artists be willing to fly into a

war zone?  Speed.  Something this big would need to be pulled off fast. Time is not on our side.

That said, it's monstrous.  Maybe we get the three major talent agencies involved.  CAA,

Endevour, Morris.  
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Ernie Schenck

Does the concert have to live?  Better if it is but as a back up, could it be virtual. You'd still have

the stage, etc. but those artists who prefer to perform virtually could do that.  That said, I think

you're right about McCartney. He'd go for it.
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Will Burns

Check out this link. Reminded me of this concert idea on a smaller scale. 
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https://twitter.com/erinschaff/status/1499830632670797830?s=21



